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“Cognitive Warfare”: Stop the World Competition for “Control of Human Brains”

By Mojmir Babacek, February 28, 2024

The USA, Russia and China own systems, which are, among others, capable of producing
strong electric currents in the ionosphere by transmitting their pulsed microwaves in the
brain  frequencies.  Those  alternating  currents  produce  in  the  ionosphere  intensive
electromagnetic waves in the brain frequencies which reach large areas of the planet and
will control the brain activity of their populations.

“Is the Israeli occupation of the Gaza strip, the West Bank and East Jerusalem legal under
international law?” A Palestinian Legal Masterpiece by Dr. Ralph Wilde at the ICJ

By Steven Sahiounie, February 29, 2024

51 countries, along with three international organizations, have sent representatives to The
Hague to answer the ‘Legal Consequences arising from the Policies and Practices of Israel in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem’. Each person addressing the
court was allotted 30 minutes to make their case for whether it is legal, or it is illegal.

Reporters Without Shame: Top ‘Media Rights’ Organization Ignores Rampant Killings of Gaza
Journalists

By Eva Bartlett, February 29, 2024

At  the  end  of  2023,  Reporters  Without  Borders  (Reporters  sans  Frontieres,  RSF),  the
international organization ostensibly advocating for freedom of information, released its
annual report. The paper massively downplays the widespread and deliberate targeting of
Palestinian journalists in the Israel-Gaza war.
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Armenia Pivoting to the West, Distancing from Eurasia, Enhancing Military Ties with France

By Uriel Araujo, February 28, 2024

The Prime Minister of Armenia, Nikol Pashinyan, has announced his country is “freezing”
cooperation with the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), which may be a step
towards leaving the Eurasian bloc altogether.

Former British PM Liz Truss Presents “Trussonomics” at the U.S. Conservative Political Action
Conference (CPAC)

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, February 28, 2024

The silly will make print and leave bursts of digital traces; the idiots will make history, if only
in small  print.  One such figure is  shortest  serving UK Prime Minister  in living memory,  the
woeful, joke-packed figure of Liz Truss who lasted a mere 50 disastrous days in office.

Three Recent Surveys Re-emphasize the Need for Negotiations to End the Ukraine War

By Bharat Dogra, February 28, 2024

According to the results of a survey by Harris Poll and the Quincy Institute in the USA in
February 2024, 70 per cent of the people in the USA want their government to push Ukraine
towards a negotiated settlement with Russia as soon as possible. 

Sending NATO Troops to Ukraine Is “Not Ruled Out”

By Drago Bosnic, February 28, 2024

Several Western countries, including the US and UK, have already deployed black ops troops
disguised as volunteers or  mercenaries.  The Russian military reportedly even captured
Polish and German personnel deployed to support large-scale operations involving NATO-
sourced armor.
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